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— Overview

The manuscript presents a new statistical method for estimating daily snow densities
from snow depth observations. As pointed out by the authors, snow density is a funda-
mental snowpack property that links snow depth to snow water equivalent – which is
a valuable parameter for many hydrological applications. Methods for simulating snow
density, particularly those that don’t rely on vast observational datasets, are in demand.
Overall, the manuscript is scientifically relevant, interesting and likely to be quite useful
to the snow research community at large.

One of the major strengths of this manuscript is the recognition and consideration of
snow density dynamics at two different timescales: daily and seasonal. In this study,
daily variability in snow densities (from fresh snowfall, fresh snow compaction and melt
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percolation) are considered as anomalies to seasonal-scale density climatologies. Pre-
vious research in this field has typically focussed on either short-term densification
(Chen et al., 2010) or seasonal densification (Bormann et al., 2013; Sturm et al., 2010)
– and predominately on the latter. Interestingly, this manuscript presents a novel syn-
thesis of these two previous research streams. As one of the main strengths of the
manuscript, I think that the combination of these two streams of research could be
explicitly highlighted in the introduction.

The vast quantity of observational data used in the study is another major strength of
the manuscript, which broadens the applicability of the study across much of the United
States and across many different climate types.

While there are some minor points that could be clarified to improve the coherence of
the approach and the transparency of the new model, overall I find the manuscript to
be clearly written, well structured, of an appropriate length and quite well presented.

— Minor comments

One of the major contributions of this paper is the consideration of snow density dy-
namics at two different timescales. The distinction of snowpack dynamics at both
short timescales (days) and longer timescales (months-seasons) provides a unique
synthesis of previous snow density research. There is an opportunity to highlight this
synthesis explicitly in the Introduction by mentioning previous research focussing on
short-term snow density dynamics and those focussing on long-term dynamics.

If the Sturm and Jonas models were not developed for daily estimation then why use
them for comparison? The answer is because there really aren’t any methods devel-
oped for daily estimation without using physically-based models. I think this point needs
to be made more clearly in the manuscript particularly when the authors re-iterate that
the Sturm and Jonas models were not developed for daily estimations.

While the motivation of the paper was to make best use of the snow depths mea-
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sured by an existing GPS receiver network (along with other depth observations), the
model/method may be more useful to the broader snow research community if there
was an option to remove the dependence on neighbouring snow density observations.
Many regions simply do not have sufficient snow density data (i.e. 3 sites within 70km
with observations taken at 5 day intervals) to implement this type of model. I wonder
how much influence the climatology predictor has on the model performance? While
this is partially addressed by the author in Appendix B, perhaps a breakdown of how
much influence each of the predictors (in particular the climatological predictor) has
on the estimated snow density could be included to improve model transparency and
transfer to regions without any density observations.

The manuscript focuses on correlations between snow depth and snow density, which
addresses the mechanical compaction processes, and precipitation influences. Where
do snow metamorphisms (which are largely temperature driven) fit into the new model
framework? I am not suggesting any additional analysis, as precipitation is the major
driver of snow density variability, but it might be nice to briefly mention snow metamor-
phisms in the Discussion and how they might affect the results.

In the new model, deviations from the climatological snow density profiles (interannual
variability) are controlled by inter-annual variability in precipitation, through observed
snow depths. While previous research has shown that precipitation is the dominant
source of inter-annual variability (Bormann et al., 2013), I wonder how the model per-
forms at sites with large temperature variability (i.e. frequent fluctuations about the
freezing point). Perhaps a breakdown of highly variable sites (such as those along
the western US) compared to less variable sites (such as those in the inland continen-
tal US) – based on climate characteristics - could be included. Again, this is just a
comment and not a formal suggestion.

— Line comments

Page 5009, Line 2: I’m not sure what is meant by ‘basic’, consider removing or improv-
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ing the scientific context.

Page 5010, Line 13: I think prior to this statement, the introduction should support why
daily snow density estimates are required.

Page 5011, Line 17: I am not entirely clear on which three processes you are referring
to here. I think they are: a) rapid short-timescale reduction in snow density with new
snow; b) rapid short-timescale compaction after new snowfall; c) percolation of surface
melt to rapidly increase density with depth. This needs to be clearer perhaps list them
with numbers or letters or explicitly state them.

Page 5011, Line 28: Physically at seasonal timescales the snowpack undergoes in-
ternal metamorphisms, along with mechanical compaction, which combine to cause
an increase in pack density. While the manuscript focuses on mechanical compaction
processes (inferred by adopting snow depth as the main predictor variable), I think
metamorphism processes should be mentioned.

Page 5021, Line 22: should ‘systematic errors in both density SWE’ read ‘systematic
errors in both density and SWE’?

Page 5025, Line 3: correct the (14%/20%) I’m not sure what this means. 14/20? Or
14-20?

Page 5029, Line 26: ‘. . . compared to existing approaches which were not intended for
daily application.’ Prompts the reader to question why the comparison was made using
these models, a question which should be addressed clearly in the introduction so
there is no need for re-iteration here. Consider revising this statement to ‘. . . compared
to daily application of existing statistical approaches.’ or likewise.

Page 5030, Line 10: the abstract states that ‘at least 3 stations are available for training’
and the conclusion states ‘trained to more than 2 sites’. While these statements both
infer that 3 or more stations are required to apply the model the wording should be
the same to avoid ambiguity. Consider revising the conclusion to ‘trained to at least 3
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sites’.

Page 5047, Fig 9: consider increasing the x-axis label interval to avoid the staggered
x-axis labels, particularly in the bottom panel. This is an aesthetic comment only.

Page 5049, Fig B1: Sturm has been misspelt in the legend.

— Attachment

Attached is a pdf version of the above review.
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Please also note the supplement to this comment:
http://www.the-cryosphere-discuss.net/7/C2602/2013/tcd-7-C2602-2013-
supplement.pdf
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